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A new schedule for tariff reduction, slated to go into effect next year, has aroused opposition from
Panama's industrial and agricultural sectors. President Ernesto Perez Balladares's administration,
however, is firmly resisting mounting pressure to retreat. In mid-November, the government
decided to reduce tariffs on 4,692 goods, starting Jan. 1, 1998. The cuts will reduce the tariff average
from 37% to 8.25% making it the lowest in Latin America.
Tariff reform comes as no surprise, since Perez Balladares has repeatedly promised substantial
reductions. In 1996, Panama agreed to a round of tariff cuts to qualify for membership in the World
Trade Organization (see NotiCen 05/30/96 and 10/10/96). In July and August of that same year, the
government carried out two more rounds of cuts on 400 goods, which generated bitter protests from
manufacturers (see NotiCen, 08/28/97).
At that time, Planing Minister Guillermo Chapman warned that even more cuts were planned for
the near future, but despite the advance warning, opponents accuse the government of trickery and
surprise tactics in the latest round of reductions. Under the new tariff schedules, most consumer
goods will be taxed at between 5% and 15%, except for imported cars, which will be taxed at up
to 20%. However, some agricultural goods will still have protection. Imported milk products, for
example, will be taxed at 40%, and the tariff on rice will drop from 60% to a still formidable 30%
between 1998 and 2000.

Government says tariff reform will spur economic growth
Although the general goal is to force the economy into global competition by the elimination of
protectionist policies, Chapman said the tariff adjustments are aimed primarily at lowering the
cost of living and reducing poverty, which affects 45% of the population. The government says
Panama must rely on exports to compete internationally and to generate economic growth and jobs.
According to the government, the current tariff system encourages manufacturers to produce for the
domestic market only, leading to slow growth, high unemployment, and poverty. "The reforms will
do away with the worn-out protectionist model," said vice minister of planning Carlos Vallarino.
For their part, spokespersons for industry and agriculture say they support the concept of free trade
and global competition. But they accuse the government of failing to consult with the sectors most
affected. Carlos Pitty, executive secretary of the Union Nacional de Productores Agropecuarios,
said the new tariff schedules put domestic producers at a disadvantage because many of Panama's
trading partners will maintain tariffs on meat and other food products that range between 50% and
262%, compared with only 15% in Panama.
According to the Sindicato de Industriales de Panama (SIP), lower tariffs will not result in lower
prices for the basic basket of goods and services because the high cost of electric energy and other
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public services offset such benefits. SIP president Antonio Miro warned that the cuts will only cause
layoffs in the industrial sector as manufacturers face "unfair" competition from producers overseas,
who count on better infrastructure, cheaper energy, and cheaper labor. Miro suggested that the
government should take into account the weaknesses and strengths of the local market before
deciding to end protectionist policies.
The manufacturing-export sector has few cost-cutting options to face foreign competition. Given
the backlash against the unpopular labor code enacted in 1995, industrial leaders have temporarily
discarded more labor sacrifices aimed at lowering costs (see NotiSur, 08/24/95). The government is
also unlikely to reduce electricity rates, since that would discourage potential investors from buying
the Instituto Nacional de Recursos Hidraulicos y Electrificacion (INHE), which the government is
preparing to privatize.

President plans even more reductions
In mid-November, President Perez Balladares met with SIP leaders, but he offered them little hope
of a retreat on tariff reductions. He dismissed most of their arguments, particularly their warning
of layoffs. "No one starts a company to create jobs, but to make a profit," said Perez Balladares.
"Tariff reduction is part of globalization, it cannot be avoided. By 2005, tariffs in Panama should be
at about zero." To ease the transition to global competition, the president said a ministerial "support
group" would be created, which will oversee trade under the new policies and recommend action to
counter dumping or other actions that threaten domestic producers. The group will also work with
representatives from the industrial and agricultural sectors to resolve problems.
The president promised strong government support for the Comision de Libre Competencia y
Asuntos del Consumidor (CLICAC), which is supposed to monitor the developing trade opening
and insure that savings from lower tariffs are passed on to the consumer. Finally, regarding concern
that Panama will be flooded with goods from other Central American countries, Perez Balladares
said that Panama should not be seen as a primary market for its neighbors. "We are very demanding
as consumers," said the president. "We compare ourselves with the United States." Minister
Chapman added that the countries Panama should be trading with such as Chile, Canada, Mexico,
and the Andean nations all have tariff levels similar to those about to go into effect in Panama.
(Sources: Inter Press Service, 11/14/97; El Panama America, 08/26/97, 08/27/97, 08/29/97, 11/15/97,
11/18/97, 11/19/97)
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